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A revision of a standard resource for classes and seminary courses in Christian education.  A

revised edition of the best-selling Teaching Teachers to Teach (1974), this book is a basic,

comprehensive manual offering practical guidance that helps teachers learn the art and practice of

teaching. Throughout the book, Griggs identifies the basic elements of the teaching process and

outlines the essential ingredients needed for effective teaching.
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Donald Griggs is a leading Christian education specialist who has trained church educators,

pastors, and teachers throughout the U.S. for 40 years. (2000)

Donald Griggs, a highly-respected and well-known Christian educator has written this edition to

meet the neeeds of today's new generation of Christian educators. This resource can be used by

church Christian education leaders and pastors who have leadership responsibility for teaching and

learning in the church.Some of the book's strengths are the reproducible hand-outs for teachers and

education committees; the discussion about the ways that teaching needs have changed; and the

recommendation of new teaching strategies. This no nonsense book equips both teachers and

students who plan to become teachers how to do their work more effectively in today's churches.

excellent source of information for teachers and anyone one desires to become a teacher. I would

recommend this book to those who in the church structure are Christian educators of their particular



denominations.

Great book with great ideas. Now if only teachers would read and adopt it.

i uses this book each time I teach the class of the same name. A timeless teaching tool for teacher.

Great book. Got it in good timing.

Great Book for Training Sunday School Teachers.

This one came fast and looked new

This is a comprehensive guidebook of practical ideas, advice, and wisdom on the art and practice of

teaching. The author, a leading authority in the field of Christian Education and a veteran trainer of

teachers, offers here a realistic view of congregational teaching and learning., while also providing

an essential resource for those who have accepted the exhilarating, yet unsettling, challenge of the

church's first ministry--teaching. An array of training tools and techniques are featured in this book,

including reproducible charts and pages, as well as specific assignments that help teachers

integrate and further study each chapter lesson. In addition, provided are easy-to-implement

suggestions and activities that help teachers work with multiple intelligences and new teaching

models, use media (i.e., video, computers, and son on), identify their unique teaching and leading

gifts, design lesson plans, and encourage creativity.
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